The reaction C 12 (p,pn)C ll which has been studied by McMillan, Chubb and Miller for energies up to 100 Mev is an example of a reaction whose high enf!lrgy behavior cannot be explained by a compoun·: The reaction can proceed by the various mechanismB, as indicated below:
The work desori bed in this paper was done under the auspioes of the Atomio Energy Conunissi on. 'The compound nucleus mechanisms will be dealt vIi th first 0 The compound nucleus.~3 is very much more likely to lose a proton of binding energy 2
Mev than a neutron of binding energy 20 Mev. On the other hand, the resultant excHed a 12 would disintegrate into a. particles with higher probability than into~cll and a noutron o The cross section for the formation of 011
should "therefore be low, and the behavior near the threshold does not agree with a two particlr.1 erilission processo The only compound nucle1:Is process which is not ruled out by the excitation curve if3 the omission of a deuteron from the c~npound nucleus o This appears to be favored also by the observl'1d low threshold of the reaction, although the accuracy of the UGHL 89
Physics General -5-energy sea.le is at present insufficient to allow much importance to be placed on this evidence. The theoretically predicted cross section for this reaction is very Jnuch smaller than the observed cross section due to competition from the proton emitting process.
Among the knock-out processes the process resulting from inelastic scattering of protons on e 12 would yield only a small cross section for the errtission of a neutron relative to the emission of a particles. On the other ..
hand, the process of an n-p scattering witrun the nucleus ,nth the escape of the scattered nuclear neutron will necessarily lead to ell since N 12 is proton unstable. The probabilit./ of such a scattering 1Nithin the nucleus can be treated by methods introduced by Serber in which the nucleus is treated as a. 
